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INTRODUCTION

The retail business environment is characterized as lucrative, but

fiercely competitive. Retailers are regularly battling for customers

through multiple channels, including brick-and-mortar, mail order,

and Worldwide Web store fronts. At the same time, the business envi-

ronment is marked by industry consolidations, increasing profit

targets, and shrinking margins. 

This application brief demonstrates a Web-based process for managing

store operations using Cognos Planning. The planning process needs to

be collaborative and extend beyond finance to all stakeholders. And it

must offer value to both executive- and line-management stakeholders

to ensure participation and buy-in across the organization.

Performance management systems allow management to articulate its

goals and provide a measurement process so performance can be

tracked and feedback provided. At a corporate level, effort is made to

manage employee-related spending, while at a divisional level, line

managers make salary and headcount decisions to optimize staff effi-

ciency and output. Collaboration is needed to ensure that divisional

level decisions are in line with corporate expectations, and variances

can be readily evaluated.

The models and processes described in this document are generic for

retail store operations planning in the United States, but can be config-

ured to support alternative model requirements and to accommodate

planning in any country.
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BLUEPRINT OBJECTIVES

This Cognos Blueprint provides a full-circle corporate performance management (CPM) model that allows

the retail organization to perform top-down and bottom-up planning, budgeting, and forecasting for stores.

The Blueprint ensures that store plans are in line with corporate targets and encourages better analysis of the

store-level P&L. Additionally, the Blueprint supports an effective, intuitive, and integrated P&L planning

platform for stores in a retail organization and resolves the challenges of limited corporate visibility into

store-level planning.

Key Benefits of the Cognos Planning solution

• Flexible model development to support a wide variety of planning models.

• Web-based or Excel-based deployment of models for data collection and consolidation.

• Easy version control.

• Real-time workflow to enhance collaboration.

• Real-time consolidation.

• Real-time reporting.

• Real-time browser-based calculations to provide immediate results.

• Audit and user text annotations at cell, worksheet, and model levels to further improve collaboration.

• Drop-down validation lists to ensure data consistency.

• Scalable architecture with proven deployments to thousands of users.

• Linking functionality to provide divergent, yet interrelated components of planning environment.

• Off-line capabilities.

• Custom date capabilities with no limit on the time dimension, allowing planning by the week, season,

period, quarter, or year.

• Unique multi-directional calculation engine that allows input across any dimension at the detail level

or the total level.
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REAL TIME WORKFLOW VISIBILITY

As district managers make changes to district or store-level plans, upper level managers have real-time visi-

bility to the workflow status of plans company-wide.

In this example, District 1 – Region 11 is the parent for stores in Wellington, Boynton Beach, and a New

Store, and the owner of that District, also known as the “reviewer,” can see the workflow status of each store.

All workflow status changes, data consolidations, and aggregations occur in real-time—without a batch

process—which drives down the time needed to perform the planning iteration.

Before data is entered, state of the plan is Not started. Once a plan is saved, the state becomes Work

in Progress and remains accessible for further editing. When an item is submitted, the plan is Locked and

no more changes can be made. The Locked state indicates that the plan is ready for review. A reviewer can

review the plan in any state, but can only reject a Locked plan item. When a locked plan is rejected, it returns

to a state of Work in Progress, making it editable once again for the store manager.
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REPRESENTATIVE WORKFLOW

The following sections of this application brief describe the basic workflows in which a district manager or

store manager might participate during the planning process.

Revenue Base and Profile

This provides the manager with planning for revenue by department utilizing guidelines and multiple types

of profiles (seasonality patterns, prior year actuals, etc.) for spreading the forecast revenue. While Corporate

Guidelines are provided for both the revenue baseline and profile to use to spread the forecast revenue, both

of these start points can be overwritten by the user. Additionally, the user can adjust the revenue baseline by

a percentage or flat dollar amount. Once the revenue forecast is completed by department, the Blueprint uses

those metrics to drive departmental headcount requirements.



Revenue by Week

The information captured in the Revenue Base and Profile tab is used to generate a weekly forecast by depart-

ment in the Revenue by Week tab. Gross Margin assumptions are applied and the Net Income from Initiative

Planning is incorporated (which will be seen in a later tab) to calculate a Total Net Revenue by department.

Again, manual adjustments can be made to departmental revenue information to meet forecasting goals. This

information can also be compared against previous forecast versions or prior year actuals.
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Driver-Based Expenses

Certain expenses will be driven by other store-level information. A rate is applied to the values of those

drivers to determine weekly expenses. As an example, Front-end Supplies are driven by the Number of

Customers, loaded from an assumption tab, but can be changed to another appropriate driver. When that

driver is changed, the associated rate is linked in and the new expense is calculated for Front-end Supplies.



Controllable Exp Base & Profile

The manager is provided with best-practice functionality for planning expenses by type utilizing guidelines

and multiple profile types for spreading forecast expenses. Corporate Guidelines are provided for the expense

baseline and the profile used to spread the forecast values. The profile can be overwritten by the user, who

can also adjust the expense baseline by a percentage or flat dollar amount.

Controllable Expenses by Week

Using the selection of profiles from the previous tab, the forecast is spread down to a weekly number. The

same method was used in the revenue spread. This forecast can be used by week in variance reports to

compare actual performance to plan.
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Initiatives

The Initiatives tab gives offers the ability to review corporate initiatives that have been assigned to a given

store by the central planning group. The tab also gives a manager the ability to enter any store level initia-

tives being planned. The entry of initiatives and their effect then link back to the appropriate area (either

revenue by week or expenses by week).

Exempt Headcount and Salary

The Exempt Headcount and Non-Exempt Headcount tabs are for planning those respective areas. The

Exempt Headcount tab makes certain assumptions about the number of exempt positions required and the

costs associated with those positions, based on store type and store size. Number of heads and salary assump-

tions can be adjusted by the end user.
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Non-exempt Headcount and Salary

The Non-exempt Headcount and Salary tab uses the revenue forecast to drive headcount requirements by

position (stockers, receivers, customer service, cashiers, etc.). Assumptions are made about the number of

heads required based on revenue totals, as well as the average hours and costs associated with each of those

positions. The end user can adjust the number of heads based on specific information known about his or

her store.
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P&L

All of the information from previous tabs is linked to the P&L.



Store Metrics

Specific store P&L information and assumptions about the store are linked to the Store Metrics tab, which

is used to create reporting and analytics for each store and its parent.
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ABOUT THE COGNOS INNOVATION CENTER
FOR PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

The Cognos Innovation Center was established

in North America and Europe to advance the

understanding of proven planning and perform-

ance management techniques, technologies, and

practices. The Innovation Center is dedicated to

transforming routine performance management

practices into “next practices” that help cut

costs, streamline processes, boost productivity,

enable rapid response to opportunity, and

increase management visibility.

Staffed globally by experts in planning, technol-

ogy, and performance and strategy manage-

ment, the Innovation Center partners with

more than 600 Cognos customers, academics,

industry leaders, and others seeking to acceler-

ate adoption, reduce risk, and maximize the

impact of technology-enabled performance

management practices.


